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Abstract— Few-shot aerial image semantic segmentation is a
challenging task that requires precisely parsing unseen-category
objects in query aerial images with limited annotated support
aerial images. Formally, category prototypes would be extracted
from support samples to segment query images in a pixel-
to-pixel matching manner. However, aerial objects in aerial
images are often distributed with arbitrary orientations, and
varying orientations could cause a dramatic feature change. This
unique property of aerial images renders conventional matching
manner without consideration of orientations fails to activate
same-category objects with different orientations. Furthermore,
the oscillation of the confidence scores in existing rotation-
insensitive algorithms, engendered by the striking changes of
object orientations, often leads to false recognition of lower
scored rotated semantic objects. To tackle these challenges,
inspired by the intrinsic rotation invariance in aerial images,
we propose a novel few-shot rotation-invariant aerial semantic
segmentation network (FRINet) to efficiently segment aerial
semantic objects with diverse orientations. Specifically, through
extracting orientation-varying yet category-consistent support
information, FRINet provides rotation-adaptive matching for
each query feature in a feature-aggregation manner. Mean-
while, to encourage consistent predictions for aerial objects with
arbitrary orientations, segmentation predictions from different
orientations are supervised by the same label and further fused
to obtain the final rotation-invariant prediction in a complemen-
tary manner. Moreover, aiming at providing a better solution
searching space, the backbones are newly pretrained in the
base category to basically boost the segmentation performance.
Extensive experiments on the few-shot aerial image semantic
segmentation benchmark demonstrate that the proposed FRINet
achieves a new state-of-the-art performance. The code is available
at https://github.com/caoql98/FRINet.
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segmentation, rotation invariance, rotation-adaptive matching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SEMANTIC segmentation of remote sensing images is an
indispensable task in Earth vision with a broad range

of applications, such as surveillance of urban areas [1], [2],
[3], building/road detection [4], [5], [6], and traffic manage-
ment [7], [8], [9]. With the rapid development of deep-learning
technology, fully supervised segmentation algorithms have
shown impressive performance on aerial image semantic seg-
mentation [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Yet the success of
deep-learning-based methods heavily depends on the avail-
ability of large-scale annotated datasets [15], [16], [17] that
are time-consuming and laborious to construct, and it is often
infeasible to obtain annotated data for all semantic categories.
In addition, traditional semantic segmentation models are rigid
and lack the adaptability required for practical applications
that demand recognition of new, unforeseen objects or envi-
ronments [18]. This is exactly where the concept of few-shot
learning comes into play. Few-shot learning empowers models
to learn from a minimal amount of labeled data, making them
versatile and adaptable. This adaptability is invaluable in situa-
tions where collecting extensive training data is impractical or
impossible. Inspired by this, the few-shot aerial image seman-
tic segmentation task is proposed to handle more practical
semantic segmentation scenarios, which requires accurately
parsing query aerial images with only a few annotated support
samples.

Few-shot semantic segmentation (FSS) algorithms [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] typically begin by
generating category prototypes from the extracted support fea-
tures. These prototypes are then utilized to accurately segment
query images in a pixel-to-pixel matching manner. Following
this pipeline, many advanced FSS algorithms have been pro-
posed to boost segmentation performance via stronger category
prototypes [20], [27], better matching strategies [28], [29],
and distracting information elimination [30], [31]. Recently,
aiming at dealing with the large variance of aerial objects’
appearances and scales, Yao et al. [18] proposed the first
few-shot aerial image semantic segmentation algorithm to
provide a scale-aware detailed matching.

Previous simple matching frameworks directly expanded
category prototypes as matching features and further concate-
nated these matching features with query features to activate
category-related semantic objects. However, many semantic
objects with the same category in aerial images usually
appear with arbitrary orientations, resulting in a dramatic
class-agnostic feature change. The existing simple matching
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manner clearly could not tackle such a dramatic class-agnostic
feature change, and same-category objects with different orien-
tations might not be activated. Similarly, due to the consistent
negligence of the critical rotation invariance in aerial images,
current rotation-insensitive FSS solutions [Fig. 1(a)] have been
prone to unstable aerial image segmentation, where aerial
semantic objects’ confidence scores can see drastic oscillation
with the change of orientation, and the rotated semantic objects
with low confidence scores may be regarded as background.

To tackle these problems, in this article, we propose a
fresh few-shot rotation-invariant aerial semantic segmenta-
tion network (FRINet) to efficiently segment aerial semantic
objects with diverse orientations. The design of the proposed
FRINet [Fig. 1(b)] is inspired by human knowledge, i.e., the
category of objects in aerial images remains consistent after
arbitrary rotation. This knowledge could work as an implicit
constraint for rotation-invariance learning. Particularly, for the
support images, the aerial objects distributed with different
orientations could provide orientation-varying but category-
consistent support information that enables the network to
achieve orientation-adaptive matching. For the query images,
the segmentation model should make consistent predictions for
the aerial objects distributed with varying orientations, which
could encourage the network to make a steady aerial image
semantic segmentation.

More specifically, FRINet first extracts support features and
query features, respectively, for support and query images
with varying orientations. Then, through mask averaging
pooling, the corresponding support masks are applied to the
support features to generate category-consistent support proto-
types with diverse orientations. To provide orientation-adaptive
matching for query features, the relation scores between each
element of query features and these orientation-varying sup-
port prototypes are computed. Utilizing these relation scores
as the aggregating scores, each element of query features
could obtain an orientation-adaptive prototype. By correspond-
ingly concatenating these prototypes with the query features,
aerial semantic objects with different orientations could be
adaptively activated. Subsequently, aiming at encouraging
the segmentation model to make consistent predictions from
different orientations, the predictions from different orienta-
tion branches are supervised with the same rotated labels.
In this way, the same-category objects with different rotations
would be pulled closer in the embedding space, and the
foreground could be searched in varying rotations. Finally,
by aggregating these predictions from different orientations
to generate the final prediction in a complementary manner,
the iterative meta-training process could provide abundant
complementary visual patterns to develop a powerful few-shot
rotation-invariant segmentation network.

Moreover, existing FSS solutions tend to leverage back-
bones (e.g., VGG16 [32] and Resnet50 [33]) pretrained in the
large-scale ImageNet [34] as the feature extractor for both
support and query images. Yet these pretrained backbones
working for classification could only provide a global per-
ceptive feature space for support and query images, which
clearly cannot satisfy the pixel-level judge requirement for
the segmentation task. To provide more rational and detailed

Fig. 1. Comparison between the existing FSS framework for aerial images
and our proposed few-shot rotation invariant semantic segmentation frame-
work.

embedding space, the backbones shall first be pretrained in
the base category as the feature extractor for the segmentation
task.

By elaborately leveraging category-invariance in rotation,
the proposed FRINet provides a rotation-adaptive match-
ing and further performs a steady segmentation process
with the rotation-consistent constraint. FRINet successfully
addresses previous challenges via rotation-invariant learning
and achieves state-of-the-art segmentation performance. The
main contributions of this article are summarized as follows.

1) To the best of our knowledge, we present the first
attempt to build a rotation-invariant aerial semantic
segmentation network under the few-shot setting, and the
proposed network is able to provide a rotation-consistent
prediction in a rotation-adaptive matching manner.

2) Aiming at constructing a more rational and detailed
feature space for FSS in aerial images, we newly provide
backbones pretrained on the base category to boost the
segmentation performance to a higher level.

3) Experimental results on the FSS benchmark for aerial
images demonstrate that the proposed FRINet outper-
forms existing state-of-the-art few-shot aerial segmenta-
tion methods by a large margin.

II. RELATED WORK

Semantic segmentation has been extensively studied for the
last few decades. In this section, we will first review the related
works with regard to aerial image semantic segmentation and
then introduce advanced FSS algorithms.

A. Aerial Image Semantic Segmentation

Aerial image semantic segmentation aims to precisely
classify each pixel of aerial images. Recently, with the
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development of deep-learning technology, many advanced
aerial image semantic segmentation algorithms have been
proposed [12], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],
[44]. For instance, Kampffmeyer et al. [35] first introduced the
deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to parse the aerial
images in an uncertainty quantifying manner. By introducing
residual connections [33], atrous convolutions [45], pyramid
scene parsing pooling [46], and multitasking inference into
previous CNNs, Diakogiannis et al. [36] proposed a reli-
able segmentation framework for very high-resolution aerial
images. Mining Rotation and Scale invariance is a critical issue
for the semantic segmentation task. For instance, aiming to
provide better class-activation-maps (CAMs) for the weakly
supervised building segmentation, Wang et al. [47] designed
a scale-invariant optimization module that cooperates with
mutual learning and coarse-to-fine optimization to improve
the completeness of CAMs. Directly from an architecture
perspective, Mitton and Murray-Smith [48] designed the
rotation equivariant CNN model to efficiently perform the
deforestation segmentation. Moreover, through the designed
densely connected feature network and the spatial feature
recalibration module, the SaNet [49] successfully extracts
the scale-aware feature representation to enhance the per-
formance of aerial image semantic segmentation. Similarly,
Sci-Net [50] leverages UNet hierarchical representation and
dense atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) to achieve
scale-invariant building segmentation from aerial imagery.
Furthermore, Zhao et al. [51] integrated a refined rotated
detector to extract rotation equivariant and invariant features
to boost the rotation-aware building instance segmentation
network. Simultaneously, by using rotating convolutions as
building blocks, RotEqNet [52] treats rotated versions of the
same object with the same filter bank, which efficiently mines
the rotation-invariance and achieves advanced segmentation
performance. Inspired by these advanced works, we also
proposed the first rotation-invariant aerial semantic segmen-
tation network to provide a rotation-consistent prediction in a
rotation-adaptive matching manner.

B. Few-Shot Semantic Segmentation

The goal of FSS is to parse the unseen-category objects
with only a few annotated support samples. The first attempt
for FSS [22] is to leverage the category prototypes learned
from the support samples to parse the category-related objects
in a metric-learning manner. To provide strong category
prototypes with stronger discriminative ability, prototype
alignment regularization between support and query is intro-
duced into PANet [20]. Simultaneously, aiming at refining
the initial coarse predictions, CANet [21] utilizes multi-
level feature comparison to iteratively refine the segmentation
results. Previous works only provided a single prototype
for each category. To provide more detailed category infor-
mation, PMMs [28] introduce prototype mixture models to
enforce the prototype-based semantic representation. Similarly,
Liu et al. [53] adopt the super-pixels concept to generate
part-aware prototypes and further design a graph neural net-
work model to perform segmentation of query images. Though

previous FSS methods have acquired good segmentation per-
formance, these algorithms ignore the critical generalization
problem between novel and base categories. Focusing on
tackling this issue, PFEnet [24] leverages high-level semantic
information as prior knowledge to tackle the spatial inconsis-
tency between query and support targets. Accurately analyzing
the relations between query and support features is the key
factor of FSS. Inspired by this, HSNet [54] designs efficient
4-D convolutions to mine the e fine-grained correspondence
relations between the query and the support images. Fur-
thermore, efficiently removing distracting objects is also an
appropriate method to boost the segmentation performance.
BAM [55] and NERTNet [30] adopt this concept, and, respec-
tively, eliminate the distracting objects with a base learner
and a background mining loss. However, previous methods
all focused on natural images and thus could not handle the
unique property of aerial images. Meanwhile, though there
are some works for few-shot classification [56], [57], [58] and
object detection [59], [60], [61] on remote sensing images,
there are still fairly few FSS works for aerial images. Recently,
aiming at providing detailed support guidance for the aerial
images, SDM [18] was first proposed to tackle few-shot aerial
image semantic segmentation in a detailed matching manner.
However, previous FSS solutions all ignore that the aerial
objects in aerial images are often distributed with arbitrary
orientations and varying orientations could cause a dramatic
feature change. This property would lead to false recognition
of orientation-varying aerial objects. However, the random
rotation strategy could provide aerial objects with varying ori-
entations in long-term training. Only a single-orientation view
is leveraged in the query-support matching for an iteration. The
orientation-varying objects could still not be activated and be
falsely recognized. To conquer this challenge, a novel FRINet
is first proposed in this article.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Problem Definition

Few-shot aerial image semantic segmentation aims to parse
novel-category objects in query aerial images with only a
few annotated support aerial samples. Normally, episode-
based meta-learning is adopted to perform the model training.
The categories of datasets would be first divided into two
nonoverlapping subsets, namely, Cbase and Cnovel. Subse-
quently, the aerial images containing base-category objects
would be collected to construct the training dataset Dtrain, and
the aerial images containing novel-category objects would be
accumulated to build the test dataset Dtest. Formally, given
K -shot setting, during the training phase, K +1 labeled aerial
images {(I 1

s , M1
s ), (I 2

s , M2
s ), · · ·(I k

s , Mk
s ), (Iq , Mq)} of targeted

category would be sampled from the Dtrain episodically, where
(I i

s , M i
s ) denotes the support image-mask pair and (Iq , Mq)

denotes the query image-mask pair. The goal of the few-shot
aerial image segmentation model is to learn how to precisely
parse the query image under the guidance of K -shot annotated
support samples. The predicted mask M̃q is supervised by the
ground truth mask Mq . Similarly, during the test stage, for
each novel category, K shot annotated support samples would
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Fig. 2. Overall framework of the proposed FRINet. Original support and query images are first rotated to obtain support and query images with varying
orientations. Then, the segmentation-pretrained backbones are leveraged as the feature extractor to obtain the corresponding support and query features. Then,
with the category-consistent but orientation-varying prototypes, the network provides a rotation-adaptive matching for the orientation-varying query features.
To encourage the network to make orientation-consistent predictions, the segmentation results from diverse orientations are supervised by the same ground
truth. Finally, the predictions from different orientations are complementarily fused to obtain the final rotation-invariant prediction.

be sampled from the Cnovel to inference the semantic objects
of the query images.

B. Method Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, inspired by the intrinsic rotation
invariance in aerial images, we propose a novel FRINet
to efficiently segment aerial semantic objects with diverse
orientations. First, different from previous FSS solutions
that utilized backbones (VGG16 or Resnet50) pretrained in
the ImageNet as feature extractors, the backbones are pre-
trained in the base category for segmentation. Then, the
pretrained backbones (VGG16 or Resnet50) are leveraged as
the feature extractor to obtain support and query features,
respectively, for support and query images with varying ori-
entations. In this manner, the newly pretrained backbones
could provide a better solution for FSS segmentation. Sub-
sequently, with given support masks and extracted support
features, the rotation-varying but category-consistent support
prototypes are collected through the mask average pooling
operation. To provide a rotation-adaptive matching for aerial
objects with varying orientations, the relation scores between
orientation-varying query features and the generated support
prototypes are computed. Leveraging the relation scores as
guidance, each element of query features could obtain the
newly generated orientation-adaptive prototype. By corre-
spondingly utilizing these prototypes to activate the query
features, the aerial objects with varying prototypes would be

adaptively activated. We then propagate the activated features
into the designed convolutional layers with the ASPP [45] to
predict the final parsing result. To encourage the segmentation
model to make consistent predictions on orientation-varying
objects, the segmentation results for query images with vary-
ing orientations are supervised by the same ground truth
mask. Finally, the predictions from different orientations are
complementarily fused to generate the final rotation-invariant
prediction.

C. Feature Extractor

Since the core idea of the FSS setting is learning how to
transfer meta-knowledge from the base category to the novel
category, weights frozen backbones are normally leveraged
as the feature extractor to improve the generalization ability
of the segmentation model. Previous FSS methods tend to use
the backbones pretrained in the large-scale ImageNet, which
works as the feature extractor for classification. However, the
supervision from classification could only help the feature
extractor learn a global visual pattern, this pattern clearly
has limited ability to support the segmentation model in
performing pixel-level classification. Thus, to provide a more
detailed visual pattern for the feature extractor, a pretrained
feature extractor for segmentation is a better solution. Thus,
with the abundant annotated data for the base category,
we pretrain these backbones as the feature extractor for
segmentation. In this manner, the newly provided backbones
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the rotation-adaptive matching. Utilizing relation scores
as guidance, the prototypes are accumulated to construct the rotation-adaptive
matching features. Through concatenation and convolutional layers, rota-
tion-adaptive matching produces the activated query features.

could provide a better feature space for the few-shot aerial
image semantic segmentation and basically boost the segmen-
tation performance.

D. Rotation-Adaptive Matching

Existing FSS methods typically focus on how to mine
better category prototypes from support samples to match
the query images in a pixel-to-pixel manner. However,
the category-consistent semantic objects in aerial images
always appear in arbitrary orientations. The previous matching
paradigm that does not take orientation into account would
fail to activate all aerial objects. To conquer this challenge,
as shown in Fig. 3, we propose rotation-adaptive matching to
activate the orientation-varying aerial objects.

Assume we have the support image IS and the query
image IQ , the support image and query image would be first
rotated in different angles (90◦, 180◦, and 270◦) to acquire
rotated support images {IS1, IS2, IS3} and rotated query images
{IQ1, IQ2, IQ3}. Then, by propagating support images and
query images with varying orientations, i.e., {IS, IS1, IS2, IS3}

and {IQ, IQ1, IQ2, IQ3}, into the pretrained feature extractor
to obtain the corresponding support features {Fs, Fs1, Fs2, Is3}

and query features {Fq , Fq1, Fq2, Fq3}, where the size of these
features equals C × H × W .

Given the support mask Ms , we first rotate the original
mask with the same angles to obtain the corresponding
masks {Ms, Ms1, Ms2, Ms3}. Then, we, respectively, conduct
masked average pooling operations on the orientation-varying
support features to obtain the orientation-varying prototypes
{Ps, Ps1, Ps2, Ps3}

Pi
i∈{s,s1,s2,s3}

= Avgpool(Fi ⊙ Mi ) ∈ RC×1×1. (1)

With these category-consistent prototypes with varying
orientations, we could leverage the similarities between
prototypes and each pixel of the query to provide the
rotation-adaptive matching features in an aggregating manner.
The rotation-adaptive matching is applied to all query features
{Fq , Fq1, Fq2, Fq3}. For better understanding, we then take Fq

for a more detailed explanation.
Query feature Fq is first flattened in spatial dimension as

query feature sets {lq
1 , lq

2 , · · ·, lq
N }, where l ∈ RC×1×1 and N =

H × W . Subsequently, we choose the cosine similarity as the
correlation function to compute the pixel-level relation scores
between query features and orientation-varying prototypes

cos
(

Pi , lq
j

)
=

Pi l
q
j∥∥Pi

∥∥∥∥lq
j

∥∥ , i ∈{s, s1, s2, s3}, j ∈{1, 2, . . . , N }.

(2)

By collecting relation cores for each element of query
features, we could obtain the rotation-relation score maps
{ms, ms1, ms2, ms3} ∈ R1×H×W . Then, by concatenating
these score maps in channel dimension, and applying
softmax operation in these maps, we could acquire the
rotation-relation matrix m p ∈ R4×H×W between query features
and orientation-varying prototypes

m p = Softmax(Cat(ms, ms1, ms2, ms3)). (3)

It is notable that each score in the relation matrix could
denote the orientation distance of each element of query
features. Thus, according to the distance, the rotation-adaptive
prototypes Pr could be computed for each element, by col-
lecting these prototypes, we could obtain the rotation-adaptive
matching features Fr ∈ RC×H×W . This process could
be achieved by the matrix multiplication between the
orientation-varying prototypes and rotation-relation matrix m p

Fr = Cat(Ps, Ps1, Ps2, Ps3) ⊗ Mp (4)

where ⊗ denotes matrix multiplication.
Subsequently, to corresponding activate the aerial objects,

the rotation-adaptive matching features are concatenated with
the query feature and further propagated into the convolutional
layers to obtain the activated query features Fa

Fa = Conv
(
Cat

(
Fr , Fq

))
. (5)

E. Rotation-Invariant Segmentation

As shown in Fig. 4, aiming at encouraging the segmenta-
tion model to make consistent predictions, the segmentation
results from orientation-varying query images are supervised
with the same ground truth labels. Then, the segmentation
predictions from different orientations are complementarily
fused to obtain the final rotation-invariant result. Specifically,
after applying rotation-adaptive matching to query features
{Fq , Fq1, Fq2, Fq3}, we could obtain the correspondingly acti-
vated query features {Fa, Fa1, Fa2, Fa3}. By propagating these
activated query features into the ASPP modules and designing
convolutional layers, we could infer the segmentation results
in {Ra, Ra1, Ra2, Ra3}

Ri
i∈{a,a1,a2,a3}

= Conv(ASPP(Conv(Fi ))) (6)

Ri
i∈{a,a1,a2,a3}

=

{
R f

i , Rb
i

}
(7)

where the Ri ∈ R2×H×W , R f
i denotes the foreground proba-

bility map and Rb
i denotes the background probability map.

In order to leverage the same ground truth MGT as the
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TABLE I

CATEGORIES IN THE ISAID-5i DATASET

TABLE II
TESTING CLASSES AND TRAINING CLASSES FOR THE THREEFOLD CROSS-VALIDATION. THE TRAINING CLASSES OF

ISAID-5i , i = 0, 1, 2 ARE DISJOINT WITH THE TESTING CLASSES

supervision, all these segmentation results would be rotated
inversely in corresponding angles

lossrotation =

∑
i∈{a,a1,a2,a3}

cross_entropy(MGT, Ro(Ri )) (8)

where Ro denotes that rotating the segmentation results in cor-
responding angles. Subsequently, these segmentation results
are complementarily fused to obtain the final rotation-invariant
segmentation results. Particularly, through convolutional neu-
ral layers, the foreground probability maps, and background
probability maps are, respectively, fused to obtain the
final foreground probability map and background probabil-
ity map, which are further concatenated to obtain the final
rotation-invariant segmentation result RF

R f
F = Conv

(
Cat

(
R f

a , Ro
(

R f
a1

)
, Ro

(
R f

a1

)
, Ro

(
R f

a1

)))
(9)

R f
F = Conv

(
Cat

(
R f

a , Ro
(

R f
a1

)
, Ro

(
R f

a1

)
, Ro

(
R f

a1

)))
(10)

RF =

{
R f

F , Rb
F

}
. (11)

The final rotation-invariant segmentation result is also
supervised by the ground truth mask MGT

lossmain = cross_entropy(MGT, RF ). (12)

The overall supervision loss is computed as

lossall = lossmain + µ ∗ lossrotation (13)

where µ is the adjusting factor, and the factor is empirically
set as 0.25 in this article.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed FRINet,
extensive experiments are performed on the few-shot aerial
segmentation benchmark, and the introduction of this section
is illustrated as follows. We first describe the few-shot aerial
segmentation benchmark and the evaluation metric. Then, the
implementation details of FRINet are provided for better real-
ization. Subsequently, the comparisons between the proposed

Fig. 4. Illustration of the rotation-invariant segmentation. The segmentation
results from diverse orientations are complementarily fused to obtain the final
rotation-invariant predictions.

FRINet and other advanced FSS solutions are present, and
we analyze the segmentation results comprehensively. Finally,
a series of ablation studies are conducted to illustrate the
differences between FRINet and random flipping strategy and
demonstrate the impact of each component in our proposed
FRINet.

A. Dataset and Evaluation Metric

We follow the experimental setting in SDM [18] to utilize
the iSAID-5i dataset as the benchmark. The iSAID-5i dataset
is constructed based on the iSAID dataset [17]. It mainly
consists of 655 451 object instances across 15 categories,
and the details of the categories are illustrated in Table I.
Particularly, for the 15 object categories in the iSAID-5i

dataset, the cross-validation method is leveraged to evaluate
the proposed model by sampling five classes as test categories
Dtest and leveraging the left ten classes as the categories
of the training setDtrain. The details of the class splits are
shown in Table II, where i is the fold number. The iSAID-5i

dataset contains 18 076 images for training and 6363 images
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT METHODS ACROSS DIFFERENT SPLITS ON THE ISAID-5i DATASET

for validation, where the size of images equals 3 × 256 ×

256. Following the evaluation setting in [18], we adopt the
class mean intersection over union (mIOU) as our evaluation
metric, which could directly reflect the model performance.
Formally, the mIOU could be defined as follows:

mIOU =
1
C

C∑
i=1

IOUi (14)

where C is the number of categories in each split and IOUi

is the intersection over union of class i .

B. Implement Details

We leverage the VGG16 and Resnet50 pretrained in base
categories as the feature extractors. Specifically, the VGG16
and Resnet50 are leveraged as the backbone of PSPNet [46],
and the abundant base-category samples are utilized to train the
PSPNet. After this training process, the pretrained backbones
could provide a generalized segmentation feature space for the
following few-shot segmentation phase. The overall network
is built on Pytorch. The SGD optimizer with an initial learning
rate of 5e-3 is used for updating the parameters, and the
training batch size is set to 4. To facilitate the generalization
ability of FRINet, the weights of the backbones are frozen, and
only the weights of the rest network are learnable. Both Query
and support images share the same-weight feature extractor
and are propagated into the segmentation model with a size
of 3 × 256 × 256. All the training images are augmented
with random horizontal flipping. For the one-shot setting,
the training phase lasts for 100 epochs, and the training
process lasts for 50 epochs for the five-shot setting. To better
demonstrate the superiority of our proposed segmentation

model, a series of performance comparison experiments are
performed in three splits of iSAID-5i at one-shot and five-shot
settings.

C. Performance Analysis

The comparisons between our proposed FRINet and other
advanced FSS algorithms with the available source codes
in the iSAID-5i , dataset are shown in Table III, and the
best performance in each comparison is bolded. Clearly, our
proposed FRINet achieves the best segmentation performance
and could acquire better performance with the reinforcement
of backbones. With the VGG16 backbone, for the one-shot
setting, FRINet achieves 40.70 mean mIOU performance,
which brings 12.44% mIOU improvement. The best perfor-
mance is achieved in the split0 with 42.86 mIOU performance.
For the five-shot setting, FRINet achieves 42.13 mean mIOU
performance, which brings a 6.56% mIOU improvement. The
best performance is achieved in the split2 with a 45.41 mIOU
performance. Particularly, with both one-shot and five-shot
settings, all splits could achieve more than 3% mIOU improve-
ment. This suggests the FRINet could truly bring a splendid
performance boost. Simultaneously, with the Resnet50 back-
bone, FRINet could achieve 42.59 mean mIOU performance
for a one-shot setting, which brings 11.87% mIOU improve-
ment. Similar to the performance with VGG16, the best
performance is obtained in the split0 with 46.50 mIOU perfor-
mance. For the five-shot setting, FRINet acquires 44.45 mean
mIOU performance, the best performance is also obtained
in the spilt0 with 48.85 mIOU. We could see that through
our proposed FRINet, all splits could acquire an impressive
performance boost. This phenomenon powerfully illustrates
the effectiveness of the proposed FRINet and proves the
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TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIVERSE CLASSES ON THE ISAID-5i DATASET WITH ONE-SHOT SETTING

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF DIVERSE CLASSES ON THE ISAID-5i DATASET WITH FIVE-SHOT SETTING

FRINet successfully encourages the improvement of few-shot
aerial segmentation.

To further analyze the performance of diverse classes
with the few-shot setting, the detailed segmentation results
are collected, and the results are, respectively, illustrated in
Tables IV and V. As shown in Table IV, the proposed FRINet
could achieve the best parsing performance in almost all
categories. Particularly, the best performance is 60.56 mIOU
in the tennis court (C4) and 63.38 mIOU in the large
vehicle (C8), respectively, for the VGG16 and Resnet50
backbones. Moreover, the best improvement is 32.68% mIOU
improvement in the basketball court (C5) and 18.59% mIOU
improvement in the storage tank (C2), respectively, for the

VGG16 and Resnet50 backbones. These results suggest that
the rotation invariance is very critical for these categories,
and the proposed FRINet successfully mines the rotation
invariance. However, our proposed FRINet still fails in some
categories. For instance, a huge performance gap could be seen
in the storage tank (C2). This phenomenon demonstrates that
the proposed FRINet may still have limited ability to mine
the rotation invariance of small-scale aerial objects like the
storage tank.

Focusing on the performance in Table V, the proposed
FRINet still obtains the best segmentation performance in
almost all categories. Specifically, the best performance are
68.03 mIOU and 65.06 mIOU in the tennis court (C4),
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Fig. 5. Qualitative results of proposed FRINet. From top to bottom: support images, query images, the ground truth of query images, predictions of SDM
network, and predictions of proposed FRINet.

respectively, for the VGG16 and Resnet50 backbones. Further-
more, the best performance boost is also achieved in the tennis
court (C4) and swimming pool (C11), i.e., 25.45% and 5.83%
mIOU improvement. This phenomenon again tells us the
rotation invariance of the tennis court (C4) is well-mined by
the FRINet. However, similarly, the performance in small-scale
aerial objects like the storage tank is still very limited.
We believe the main reason is that the resolution of the features
of small-scale aerial objects is also very small, thus the change
of rotation could not call a string-enough feature change to
support the FRINet to mine the inner rotation invariance. This
phenomenon could inspire further work to focus on design-
ing an appropriate method to mine the rotation-invariance
information-limited small-scale aerial objects.

If we scratch a little deeper into the performance, we can
see that compared with the performance obtained through
Resent50, our proposed method through VGG16 could achieve
a more impressive performance improvement. The main reason
could be explained as follows: In our method, we incorporate
the rotation invariance as guidance to boost the few-shot

aerial segmentation with different backbones. Meanwhile,
it is known to us that Resnet50 could extract more valuable
information than VGG16, which denotes method based on
Restnet50 could be a better baseline than the method based on
VGG16. Thus, the rotation invariance could offer more ben-
eficial information for VGG16, and relatively less beneficial
information for Resnet50. Correspondingly, with the VGG16,
we could see more impressive performance improvements.

To further directly analyze the performance of the proposed
FRINet, the qualitative results are shown in Fig. 5. Obviously,
the pleasant segmentation performance successfully demon-
strates the effectiveness of the proposed FRINet. Particularly,
rotation-adaptive matching could adaptively activate aerial
objects with varying orientations, and the rotation-invariant
segmentation helps the network eliminate the background and
recognize more missing foreground. For instance, in the first
line, the orientation of large vehicles in the support image is
totally different from the orientation of large vehicles in the
query image. Thus, the previous method fails to recognize
these orientation-changed objects. But our proposed FRINet
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TABLE VI
ABLATION STUDY OF THE NEWLY PROVIDED BACKBONES. NB DENOTES

NEWLY PROVIDED BACKBONES

TABLE VII
ABLATION STUDY OF THE ROTATION-ADAPTIVE MATCHING

AND ROTATION-INVARIANT SEGMENTATION. RAM ILLUSTRATES
THE ROTATION-ADAPTIVE MATCHING, RIS DENOTES

THE ROTATION-INVARIANT SEGMENTATION

TABLE VIII
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PROPOSED FRINET AND THE

TRADITIONAL ROTATION DATA AUGMENTATION. W/O DENOTES
WITHOUT, W DENOTES WITH, AND AUG MEANS THE

ROTATION DATA AUGMENTATION

TABLE IX
ABLATION STUDY OF ORIENTATIONS

TABLE X
ABLATION STUDY OF DISCRETE ANGLES

successfully recognizes these orientation-varying objects.
Furthermore, we could see a similar phenomenon in the second
row (the harbor) and in the fifth row (the swimming pool).

Interestingly, for the fourth row (the airplane category),
we found that our proposed FRINet could eliminate some
very tiny but essential backgrounds. We believe these impres-
sive results benefit from the rotation-invariant segmentation.
The rotation-invariant segmentation encourages the network
to make consistent predictions from diverse orientations and
further fuses these predictions in a complementary manner.
Apparently, this manner could help the network to accumu-
late the segmentation results in different views, which could
produce a more precise parsing result from coarse results.

D. Ablation Study

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed FRINet,
a series of experiments are performed to analyze the effect of

the key components of the FRINet. All ablation experiments
are conducted under the VGG16 backbone and one-shot
setting.

First, the effect of the newly provided backbones is studied.
As shown in Table VI, the newly provided backbone brings
very impressive performance improvement. For split0 and
split1, it provides more than 10% mIOU boost. For the split2,
it also brings nearly 5% mIOU improvement. Overall, it gives
9.76% performance improvement. All these improvements
prove the newly provided backbones truly provide a better
feature space for the few-shot aerial segmentation task.

Then, based on the newly provided backbones, we further
study the effect of the proposed rotation-adaptive matching and
the rotation-invariant segmentation, i.e., the rotation-varying
segmentation results supervised by the same ground truth are
fused to obtain the final parsing result in a complementary
manner. As shown in Table VII, RAM denotes the rotation-
adaptive matching, and RIS denotes the rotation-invariant
segmentation. The rotation-adaptive matching could bring a
performance boost for splits. Particularly, rotation-adaptive
matching leads to the best performance enhancement, namely,
2.84% mIOU improvement for split2. This result implies that
more orientation-varying aerial objects are not activated for
split2 in previous FSS solutions. For the rotation-invariant
segmentation, the best performance improvement, namely,
2.64% mIOU improvement, is also obtained in the split2.
This phenomenon tells us that some orientation-varying aerial
objects are falsely recognized. By jointly leveraging RAM and
RIS, the proposed FRINet successfully achieves 40.70 mIOU
performance. These performance improvements powerfully
illustrate that the proposed rotation-adaptive matching and
the rotation-invariant segmentation could efficiently help the
network parse the rotation-varying aerial objects.

To distinguish our proposed FRINet from the tradi-
tional rotation data augmentation, some ablation experiments
are conducted, and the experimental results are shown in
Table VIII. The traditional rotation data augmentation ran-
domly rotates the images at a limited angle. Though this
strategy could provide different orientation-views for training,
only a single orientation-view is leveraged in the query-
support matching. The orientation-varying objects could still
not be activated and be falsely recognized. Moreover, as the
experimental results imply, our FRINet could bring a more
impressive performance boost. Thus, our FRINet is totally dif-
ferent from the traditional rotation data augmentation strategy.

In our FRINet, rotated images with three angles (90◦, 180◦,
and 270◦) and original images are adopted in our FRINet.
To demonstrate the necessity of diverse angles, some ablation
experiments are performed and results are shown in Table IX.
Clearly, with the addition of orientations, all splits could an
increasing of mIOU performance, and the best performance
is obtained when all orientations are included in the network.
This phenomenon illustrates that more orientations could help
FRINet parse more orientation-varying objects.

To study the effect of discrete angles, several ablation
study experiments are conducted and the experimental results
are shown in Table X. The first row denotes our method
with a 90◦ split, the second row denotes a 45◦ split, and
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TABLE XI
EFFICIENCY COMPARISON WITH RESNET50 ON PASCAL-5I IN

ONE-SHOT SETTING. PARAMS DENOTES LEARNABLE
PARAMETERS AND FPS DENOTES THE FRAME-PER-SECOND

other rows follow this manner. As observed in Table X,
when considering orientations more densely, there is a gradual
decrease in performance. We found that using four ori-
entations with a 90◦ split is sufficient to handle rotation
invariance effectively in our proposed method. Beyond this
point, additional orientations tend to introduce redundant infor-
mation and hinder the segmentation process with the demoted
performance.

E. Discussion

Mining rotation invariance in our approach does indeed
come with an associated increase in computation time. Specif-
ically, the forward process of the feature extractor and
segmentation predictions requires four times the inference
time compared to the nonrotated counterpart. In addition,
providing simultaneous supervision for multiple predictions
prolongs the backward process. To qualitatively analyze
it, we have followed the setting in the ablation study to
conduct an efficiency comparison, and comparison results
are shown in Table XI. Obviously, our method has rel-
atively lower FPS, yet it’s crucial to emphasize that our
method consistently achieves state-of-the-art performance
by effectively harnessing rotation invariance for few-shot
aerial image semantic segmentation. This improved perfor-
mance validates the tradeoff in inference time. Looking
ahead, we acknowledge the importance of striking a bal-
ance between exploiting rotation invariance and minimizing
inference time. In our future work, we are dedicated to explor-
ing more efficient techniques that will allow us to leverage
rotation invariance with a lighter network and reduced infer-
ence time, ensuring practicality and efficiency in real-world
applications.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a novel FRINet. Particularly,
aiming at activating aerial objects with varying orientations,
orientation-varying yet category-consistent support informa-
tion is leveraged to perform the rotation-adaptive matching.
Meanwhile, rotation-varying segmentation results supervised
by the same ground truth are fused to obtain the final
rotation-invariant parsing result in a complementary manner.
In addition, the backbones pretrained in the base categories are
newly provided to offer a better feature space. The extensive
experiments in the few-shot aerial semantic segmentation

benchmark demonstrate our model achieves state-of-the-art
performances.
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